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	2017 Sep New Braindump2go 300-365 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new 300-365

Questions:1.|2017 New 300-365 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 70Q&As Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/300-365.html  

2.|2017 New 300-365 Exam Questions & Answers Download:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNZTJ3Y0Z5b0NFRFE?usp=sharing   QUESTION 1What devices can be

tracked with the Cisco Context Aware Services? A.    Only wired devices.B.    Both wired and wireless devices.C.    Only Cisco

certified wireless devices.D.    Only wireless devices. Answer: B QUESTION 2After implementing mDNS gateway, a school's

network administrator notices that mDNS wireless printers are available over the whole network. Which feature can the admin use to

restrict the printer mDNS advertisements to the AP that the printer is joined to and adjacent APs? A.    mDNS-APB.    SSOC.    LSS

D.    Priority MAC Answer: A QUESTION 3A network engineer has installed 802.11ac access points with 80 MHz enabled;

however, in the conference rooms, co-channel interference is being noticed. Under which tab in the RF profiles configuration can the

engineer find the settings to tune the channel width for a group of APs? A.    802.11B.    RRMC.    High DensityD.    General

Answer: B QUESTION 4A customer has "quiet" wireless clients that use static IP addresses. Which two WLAN configurations are

required for these wireless clients to connect properly? (Choose two.) A.    Disable DHCP address assignment required.B.    Enable

passive client.C.    Disable allow AAA override.D.    Enable static IP tunneling.E.    Disable DHCP server override. Answer: AE

QUESTION 5An engineer used an interface group under the SSID configuration, but noticed that a test client is getting an IP

assigned in a different VLAN from the DHCP server. Which two options override the interface group configuration on the SSID?

(Choose two.) A.    static VLAN on clientB.    ACLC.    AP groupD.    static IP on clientE.    MAC filteringF.    RF groupG.    AAA

override Answer: CG QUESTION 6Drag and Drop QuestionDrag the QoS values from the left and drop them in the correct

descending order of priority on the right. Answer:   QUESTION 7A customer requires that the remote site be able to utilize local

servers when the AP is in WAN-down (standalone mode). Which AP mode must be configured on the wireless controller? A.   

SE-ConnectB.    MonitorC.    LocalD.    FlexConnectE.    SnifferF.    Rogue Detector Answer: D QUESTION 8A customer has

implemented several WLANs in an auditorium utilizing a newly dedicated WLC and is experiencing excessive channel utilization

regardless of occupancy. Which action reduces channel utilization without removing SSIDs? A.    Disable MCS data rates 0 through

11.B.    Disable MCS data rates used by 40 MHz channels.C.    Disable data rates that use CCK.D.    Disable VHT data rates.

Answer: C QUESTION 9CMX Facebook WiFi can allow access to the network before authentication. Which two of the following

options are available? (Choose two) A.    Allow all the traffic before authentication and intercept HTTPs only.B.    Allow HTTP

traffic only before authentication and block all the traffic.C.    Allow SNMP traffic only before authentication and block all the

traffic.D.    Allow all the traffic before authentication and intercept HTTP only.E.    Allow HTTPs traffic only before authentication

and block all other traffic. Answer: BD QUESTION 10You have set up FlexConnect APs. For which scenario is Fast Roaming

supported, providing the WLAN is mapped to the same VLAN and the client is roaming to an AP on the same Cisco WLC? A.   

central switching with PMK (OKC) between different FlexConnect groupsB.    local switching with Cisco Centralized Key

Management within the same FlexConnect groupC.    central switching with Cisco Centralized Key Management between different

FlexConnect groupsD.    local switching with PMKID within the same FlexConnect group Answer: B  !!!RECOMMEND!!!  1.|2017

New 300-365 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 70Q&As Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/300-365.html   2.|2017 New

300-365 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=h9iX_dHUEPs
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